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Abstract. Torus actions on orientable 4-manifolds have been studied by

F. Raymond and P. Orlik [8] and [9]. The equivariant classification problem

has been completely answered there. The problem then arose as to what can

be said about the topological classification of these manifolds. Specifically,

when are two manifolds homeomorphic if they are not equivariantly

homeomorphic? In some cases this problem was answered in the above

mentioned papers. For example, if the only nontrivial stability groups are

finite cyclic, then the manifolds are essentially classified by their fundamen-

tal groups. In the presence of fixed points, a connected sum decomposition

in terms of S4, S2 X S2, CP2, -ÇP'2, S1 x S3, and three families of
elementary 4-manifolds, R(m,n), T(m,n;m',ri), L(n;p,q;m) has been ob-

tained (where m, n, tri, ri, p, and q are integers). In addition, a stable

homeomorphic relation for the manifolds R{m, ri) and T(m, n; m', ri) can also

be found in [9]. But the topological classification of R's, 7"s, and especially

L's were still unsolved problems. Furthermore, the connected sum decompo-

sition of a manifold with fixed points, even in the simply connected case, is

not unique.
In this paper, we completely classify the manifolds with fixed points. For

the manifolds .R's and 7"s, the above mentioned stable homeomorphic

relation is proved to be the topological classification. The manifolds

L{n;p,q;m) form a very interesting family of 4-manifolds. They behave

similarly to lens spaces. For example, the fundamental group of L{n;p,q;m)

is finite cyclic of order n. And it is proved that 7r,(L(n;/),9;m)) and

ir, (L(n;p',q';m')) act identically on the second cohomology of their common

universal covering space, (S2XS2)# •■• #(S2xS2)(n - 1 copies), even

though L(n;p,q;m) and L(n;p',q';m') are not homotopically equivalent for

some {n;p',q';m')'&. This family of manifolds is explicitly constructed and

completely classified. In addition, a normal form is imposed on a connected

sum decomposition mentioned above. These nromal forms are unique.

Most of the material of this paper appeared first in the author's doctoral

dissertation. The author would like to thank his thesis advisor Professor F.

Raymond for his help and encouragement.

I. Introduction. In this introductory chapter, we shall present background

material. This is done in outline form. Most of the results here are from [8]

and [9].
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Let us establish our terminology and notational conventions. By a manifold,

unless otherwise specified, we mean a four dimensional closed orientable

manifold. The Lie group T2 = 50(2) X 50(2) is parametrized by (9,<b) where

0 < 0 < 1, 0 < <J> < 1. For integers m and n define G(m,n) = {(0,«f>): mO

+ n<p — 0}. Note that G(m,n) is isomorphic to 50(2) provided that m and n

are relatively prime, (gcd(w, n) = 1). A manifold M is a F2-manifold if M has

at least one effective Fraction. We shall denote the orbit space of the T2-

manifold with respect to the considered Fraction by M*. In a F2-manifold,

an orbit with trivial stability group will be called a principal orbit. The totality

of principal orbits is denoted by P. An oi*bit with nontrivial finite stability

group will be called an F-orbit. The totality of £-orbits is denoted by E. An

orbit whose stability group is isomorphic to the circle group will be called a C-

orbit and the totality of C-orbits is denoted by C. The fixed point set is

denoted by F.

(1.1) Orbit space and orbit structure. Suppose M is a F2-manifold. Then the

following are true:

(i) M* is a 2-manifold with boundary, where Int(A/*) = F* U E* and

Bd(M*) = C* U F. Furthermore, the fixed points and exceptional orbits are

isolated points in M*.

(ii) The connected component of Bd(A/*) is either a whole circle of C-orbits

of the same orbit type, or a circle with fixed points. In the second case the

points which lie on the same arc between two fixed points have the same orbit

type. And if the stability groups of two consecutive arcs are G(mx,nx) and

G(m2,n2), then mxn2 — m2nx = ±1.

(1.2) Weighted orbit space as C U F # 0. An orbit space together with a

chosen orientation, the associated orbit structure and the slice representation

for each £-orbit is called a weighted orbit space. The weighted orbit space is

determined by the following orbit invariants:

g > 0; the genus of the oriented 2-manifold M*.

s > 0; the number of boundary components of M* all of whose orbits are

C-orbits.

t > 0; the number of boundary components of M* each having fixed

points.

e; a specific orientation assigned to the orientable 2-manifold M*. An

orientation for T is chosen once and for all, so the orientation e determines

an orientation for M.

(Pi>Q¡)\ the /th boundary component of M*, consisting entirely of C-orbits

with stability group G(p¡,q¡) or equivalently G(—p¡,—q¡).

{m,n}¡ = {(m¡ x,n¡x),... ,(m¡t.,«,-,.)}; the /th boundary component of M*,

which contains t¡ fixed points, t¡ > 2. Here (m¡j,n¡j) = ±(m¡j,n¡j) is a

parametrization of the stability group of the /th oriented arc of the /th
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boundary component. The order of the entries in [m, n}¡ is determined up to

cyclic permutation.

(a¡ ; yn, y¡2 ;v¡); the /th £-orbit whose stability group is finite cyclic of order

a¡ and generated by (y¡¿/ct¡,yi2/a¡). Here v¡ is the slice representation of the E-

orbit with respect to this generator, i.e. the slice representation of the stability

group Za is induced by the map: (y¡<\/o.i,y¡t2/a¡) •"* exp(2iriv¡/a¡).

Remark. For the T2-manifolds when F U C = 0, in addition to the above

orbit invariants, a pair of integers (b,b') must be added in the weighted orbit

space. For details see [9,1.3].

(1.3) Equivariant classification theorem (P. Orlik and F. Raymond). Let T act

effectively on the manifolds M and M'. Then there exists an equivariant

homeomorphism h of M onto M' if and only if there exists a weight preserving

homeomorphism h* of M * onto M'*.

Remark, (i) We have used the properties of smooth actions on smooth

manifolds, e.g. slice representations. We can do so because all topological

actions are topologically equivalent to smooth ones and smooth classification

is equivalent to topological classification in this context. (See Appendix of [8].)

(ii) The above equivariant classification theorem says that the r2-manifolds

are equivariantly determined by their weighted orbit spaces. In fact, given any

"legally" weighted orientable 2-manifold, M*, there is a r2-manifold M

whose orbit space is exactly M*. Hence there is a one-to-one correspondence

between the J -manifolds with the specified T -action and the "weighted"

orientable 2-manifolds. We will sometimes represent a T -manifold, regardless

of the reaction, by one of its weighted orbit spaces.

(1.4) Topological classification problem. Since one T -manifold may carry

more than one reaction, sometimes two distinct orbit spaces actually

represent the same r2-manifold. By topological classification we mean the

identification and classification of the r2-manifolds in terms of the weighted

orbit spaces. This study is divided into three cases:

(i) F U C = 0,
(ii) F # 0, and

(iii) F = 0, C # 0.
In the case that F U C = 0, the manifolds are Seifert manifolds, this

problem was answered in II of [9]. Briefly speaking, "almost in all cases", two

manifolds are homeomorphic if and only if they are equivariantly homeomor-

phic. This result was also obtained independently by H. Zieschang [11] using

different methods. For case (ii), this problem was partially answered in [8] and

[9]. We shall outline these partial results in this section and give a complete

solution in §VI. The study of case (iii) will appear in another paper. At the

present time we have only partial results.

Suppose M is a T2-manifold and 0: T2 X M -* M is an effective T2-action.

Then the fixed point set, F, contains only finitely many points, and the number
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of the fixed points = x(F) = x(^0> where x(F) and x(M) are tne Euler

characteristics of Fand M. (See [1, Chapter III, Theorem 10.9].) Therefore if

the Fraction 0 has fixed points then so does any other Fraction carried by

M. So the manifolds arising in the case F # 0 form a distinguishable family

of F2-manifolds, (i.e. {F ¥> 0} n {F U C = 0} = 0 and {F # 0} n {F
= 0, C =¿ 0} = 0). We will call them F2-manifolds with fixed points.

(1.5) Simply connected T2-manifolds. Suppose M is a simply connected F -

manifold. Then for any effective Fraction on M, the following are true:

(0 E - 0,
(ii) F # 0, and
(iii) the orbit space M* is homeomorphic to Dl.

Let/, ,f2, ...,ft denote the fixed points, / > 2, and/* their image in M*. The

arc, 5*, between/* and/*, on Bd(A/*) represents an invariant 2-sphere 5,.

Denote its stability group by G(m¡,n¡).

Recall that

mi-\   mi

ni-\    ni
= e¡ = ±1,       / = 2, 3, ,t,

= et= ±1.

When t = 2, 3, and 4 we have the following table: (When r = 4, let

r2 = mxn3 — m$nx and r3 = m2n4 — m4n2.)

M

cp2

-CP2

cp2 »cp2

-a2 #-aa

S2 xS2

CP2#-CP2

Condition

e.e,e, = -1

e,e2e3 = 1

e.e» = -e,ecle4 2C3

r2 = 2&,e2e3S = 1
or

■=^3

r, = 28, e2e35 = "1'2 - ">. <=2<=3U

e.e. = -e^e, \ = or
r, = 5, e,e,S = -1

ele4 = e2e3> b°m r2 an<* r3 are even (at

least one is 0)

eie4 = e2e3> either r2 or r3 is odd (the

other one is 0)
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The above manifolds are the building blocks of the 1-connected T2-

manifolds.

Theorem (P. Orlik and F. Raymond). // M is a simply connected T2-

manifold, then M must be a connected sum of copies of S4, S2 X S2,

CP2 and-CP2.

(1.6) T2-manifolds with fixed points. Let R(m,n) where gcd(w,n) = 1;

let T(m,n\m',n') where gcd(w,n) = gcd(w',n') = mri - m'n = 1, and let

L(n;p,q;m) where gcd(n,p,q) = 1 be the r2-manifolds corresponding, re-

spectively, to the following orbit spaces:

R(m,n)* T(m,n;m',n')* L(n;p,q;m)

They form three families elementary r2-manifolds. For the r2-manifolds with

fixed points, we have the following connected sum decomposition theorem.

Theorem (P. Orlik and F. Raymond). If M is a T2-manifold with fixed

points, then M must be a connected sum of copies of S4, S2 X S2, CP2, —CP2,

S X S , and some elementary T -manifolds of type R, T and L.

The following problems remained unsolved:

(i) What exactly are these elementary manifolds? Or equivalently, what are

the mutual homeomorphic relations between these elementary manifolds?

(ii) The connected sum decomposition is not unique. What can be said

about it?

(Both problems will be answered in this paper.)

II. Some basic notions.

(II. 1) The linear automorphisms of T3. Parametrize T3 by (x,y,z) where

0 < x, y, z < 1. Let

(a,,   a12   a13\

fl21    a22    a23 )

fl31    a32    a33/

be an integral matrix. Define f(x,y,z) = (x',y',z') iff

(x',y',z') s (x,y,z)A'   (modulo 1).
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Then / is an endomorphism of T . In fact, if we consider R as the universal

covering space of T3, then/is exactly the endomorphism of T3 covered by the

linear map represented by the matrix A. The map / is called a linear

endomorphism of T3 with associated matrix A. Let g be another linear

endomorphism of T3 with associated matrix B. It is clear that/ ° g is again a

linear endomorphism with associated matrix AB. Consequently, / is an

automorphism of T3 provided the matrix A is integrally invertible, or

equivalently, dtXA = ±1.

Let 0 and 0' be two reactions on T3, such that

0: (9,<b,\p) X (x,y,z) -* (x + 6,y + <í>,z + \f), and

0': (0,4>,\f) X (x,y,z) -» (x + axx9 + ax2<j> + a13uVy + a2XB + a22<b+ a23t|/,

2 + a310 + a^fy + a33i/<), where det(a,y) = ±1. Let /be the linear automor-

phism of T with the associated matrix (a¡j). Then / is an equivariant

homeomorphism with respect to the reactions 0 and 0'. Now consider two

Tractions, 0 and.©.', on T3, such that

c0: (9,<b) X (x,y,z) -» (x + B,y + <p,z), and

_©_': (9,<j>) X (x,y,z) -» (x + au0 + aI2cí>,.y + a2X9 + a22<b,z + a3X9 + a32<b).

Since the reactions 0 and.0' are obtained by restricting, respectively, the Tr-

actions 0 and 0' to a T2 subgroup, the linear automorphism / above is also

T -equivariant with respect to 0 and.©'. In fact, we may construct new

(0 -_©') equivariant automorphisms simply by changing the third column of

the matrix (a¡j) and requiring that the determinant of the new matrix be ±1.

(11.2) The linear self-homeomorphisms of D2 X T2. Represent the element of

D2 X T2 by (p,x;y,z), where 0 < p < 1, 0 < x,y, z < 1, and (0,x;y,z)

= (0,0;y,z) for all x,y, z. Notice that Bd(£»2 X T2) = {(l,x;y,z): 0 < x,y,z

< 1} is homeomorphic to T3, and the parametrization adopted here is exactly

the one introduced in (II. 1). Let/be a linear endomorphism of Bd(2>2 X T2)

= T3 with associated matrix A, where A is an integral matrix of the following

form:

Al    *12    a\\
(    °     «22    a23J-

\°      fl32    «33/

Then / can be extended continuously to D2 X T2 by defining f(p,x;y,z)

= (p,x';y',z'), where 0 < *',/, z' < 1 and (x',y',z') m (x,y,z)Ä (mod 1)./

is called a linear map on D2 X T2 with associated matrix A. Similarly, if g is

another linear map of D2 X T2 with associated matrix B, then / ° g is linear

with associated matrix AB. And / is a self-homeomorphism of D2 X T2

provided det^i = ±1.

(11.3) Topological attaching. Let (X,A), (Y,B) be two topological pairs and

/, g: A -» B be two homeomorphisms. Then we can form two topological
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spaces X Uf Y and X Ug Y. Suppose F: (X,A) -» (X,A) and G: (Y,B) -* (Y,
B) are homeomorphisms, such that G »f = g ° F. Then X UjY is homeo-

morphic to X Ug Y by F * G, where F * G maps elements of A" by F and
elements of Y by (?.

In the case that X, Y are differentiable manifolds, A = Bd(X), B - Bd( Y),

and /, g, F, G are diffeomorphisms, the map F * G: X Uy Y -* A Ug F is a

diffeomorphism.

III. The manifolds of type /?. Let R(m, n), m, n relatively prime, be the T2-

manifold with the weighted orbit space

(o,i)       D       (1'0)

Recall from 4.2 and 4.5 of [9] that:

Theorem III. 1 (P. Orlik and F. Raymond).

_,    ,.      Cs2XS2#S3XSx if m is even,
R(m, 1) = <      , ,       ,      ,

lCP2 # -CP2 # 53 X 51       if m is odd;

and

Theorem III.2 (P. Orlik and F. Raymond). Given relatively prime integers

m and n, there exists a nonnegative integer k, such that

R(m,n)#k(S2xS2)

■{ S2XS2#S3XSX# k(S2 X S2) ifmn = 0 (mod2),

CP2 # -CP2 # 53 x 51 # k(S2 x S2)      ifmn = 1 (mod 2).

In this section, our main theorem is the following.

Theorem III.3.

_/52x52#53X5' i/ifina0(mod2),,      (S2XS2#'") = ICF2#-C
CP2 #S3XSX       ifmn=\ (mod 2).

Clearly S2 X S2 # S3 X Sx and CP2 # -CP2 # 53 x 51 do not have the

same homotopy type. It follows that Theorem III.3 completely classifies the
manifolds of type R.
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Let A^, JVj be D2 X T2 and parametrized as in (II.2). Let F be the subset of

JV0, {(P,x;y,z): z E [0,|];p = 2tz if z E [0,|] and p = 2/(1/2 - z) if z

E [\,j], where / G [0,1]}. F is homeomorphic to 51 X D3. We can consider

N0 as (D2 X 51) X 51, where D2 X Sx is represented by the entries p, x, z,

and 51 is represented by the entry y. N0 and F can be pictured as follows:

(O,0;O,O)

N0= «¿7>l¿sW-¿rvrvnl

\

(0,0; 0,%)

(0,0; 0,|)

For relatively prime integers m, n and integers a, b such that an — bm = — 1,

let /: Bd(A/0) -* Bd(Nx) be the linear homeomorphism, (cf. II. 1) with the

associated matrix

'a   b   0N

m   n   0

^0   0   1,

We can write the point in D2 x S2 in the form (8,y; p,x,z), where 0 < 5 < 1,

0 < x, y, z < 1, and

12(1
if z E[0,|],

i-z)      if*6lj,ft

satisfying the relation: (0,0; 0,0,z) = (0,y; 0, x,z) for all x,y and z. The above

rather peculiar parametrization of D X 5 should be interpreted as follows:

(5,^) is a point in Z)2 given in terms of polar coordinate, and (p,x,z) is the

above mentioned parametrization of the points on the boundary of the ball in

T. Briefly: D X S is considered as the "complement" of T C iV0 in the sense

of "surgery". Let h: Bd(D2 X S2) -> Bd(F) be the homeomorphism defined

by h(\,y;p,x,z) = (p,x;y,z). For the above defined h and / we have the

following:

Lemma III.4. R(m,n) = D2 x S2 \Jh (NQ - Int(F)) Uf Nx.

Proof. Let A' = Ö2XS2UA (tf0 - Int(F)) Uf Nx. Clearly Xis an orienta-

ble manifold. By the definition of R(m,n), it is sufficient to show that X

supports an effective Fraction which gives the desired weighted orbit space.

Let F2 act on N0 by (9,<t>) x (p,x;y,z) -> (p,x + 0;y + </>,z), T2 act on N,

by (9,$) X (p,x;y,z) -+(p,x + a9 + b<b;y + m9 + n<b,z), and T2 act on D2
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X S2 by (9,<b) X (8,y; p,x,z) -* (8,y + $; p,x + 9,z). We have the following:

(i) The reactions on N0, Nx and D2 xS2 defined above are all effective,

(ii) T C N0 is invariant under the above reaction. Hence N0 - Int(T) is

also invariant. We shall consider N0 — Int(r) as a T^-manifold with bounda-

ry.

(iii) Both h and/defined above are r2-equivariant.

Therefore X supports an effective  reaction and  the orbit space, X*

= (D2 X S2)* \Jh* (N0 - Int(r))* Up Nx*. It is easily seen that:

(0,1)

,2 2,*
(D     X  S   ) (1,0)

and    N- =

So

The lemma is proved.

Let JV0, iV¡ and/be as above and Q(m,n) = A^ Ly Nx. Then Q(m,n) ¡saT-

manifold, and with respect to the reactions defined above, the orbit space

Q(m,n)  is
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(0,1)

Consider the subset T C N0 defined above, it is in fact a T2-invariant

tubular neighborhood of the orbit passing through the point (0,0; 0,|). By

Lemma III.4 above, to obtain the manifold R(m, n), we first remove Int(r),

(which is homeomorphic to Int(s' X D3)), from Q(m,n) and then attach a

copy of D2 X S2 to (Q(m,n) - Int(r)) along their boundaries by the identity

map. Moreover, the T -action on D X S was defined so that the above

attaching map is equivariant. Specifically: The T2-action on Bd(r) = 51

x S2 can be considered as the product action of the standard s'-action on S1

and the standard Sx-action on S2. (By the standard 5'-action on S2, we mean

the induced 5'-action on S2 when we consider Sx as a subgroup of 50(3) in

the usual manner.) And the aforementioned reaction on D2 x S2 can be
1 "5

considered as the product action of the standard 5 -action on D and the

standard 5'-action on S2. The above implies that the T2-manifold R(m,n) is

obtained from the T2-manifold Q(m, n) by an equivariant surgery of type (2,

3). The manifold Q(m, n) will be studied in a later paper. It is proved there that

Q(m, n) is homeomorphic to Sx X L(m, n), where L(m, n) is a three-dimensional

lens space. As a conclusion we have the following corollary.

Corollary III.5. The T2-manifold R(m, n) can be obtained from Sx X L(m, n)

by a single T -equivariant surgery of type (2, 3).

The following is immediate:

Lemma III.6. For any given relatively prime integers m and n, R(m,n)

= R(n,m).

Lemma III.7. Given relatively prime integers m andn, then R(m,n) — R(m,n')

if n = tí (mod m) and (n — n')/m = 0 (mod 2), or n = —n' (modw) and

(n + n')/m m 0(mod2L

Proof. By Lemma III.4 we may assume that R(m,n) = D2XS2 Uh (N0

- Int(r)) UfNx, and R(m,n') = D2XS2 UA. (NQ - Int(T)) Uf. Nx.
Suppose n = ri (mod m). Let n - n' = mk and a, b be some integers such

that an — bm = -1. Then an' — (b - ak)m = a(n' + mk) - bm = an — bm

= — 1. The aforementioned maps / and /' can be chosen to be the linear

homeomorphisms with the associated matrices
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(a   b   0\ la   b-ak   0\

m   n   0 j       and        im       n'       0 J   ,

0   0   1/ \0       0       1/

respectively. Let F': N0 -» NQ be the linear homeomorphism with the associat-

ed matrix

/I   k   0\

10   1   0    .

\0   0   1/

Notice that F C JV0 is invariant under F'. So F'l^ _T) is a self-homeomor-

phism of N0 — T, which we will also denote by F". Assume that F' can be

extended as a homeomorphism F: £>2 X 52 UA (N0 - Int(F)) -► F>2 X S2

Uh, (N0 - Int(F)). Since F|Bd((jD2x52)UA(A,o_Int(r))) = F'|B(W and the asso-

ciated matrix of/' » F|Bd((Z)2xs2)U(i(Aro_Int(r))) =/' ° F'|Bd(A,o) is

/¿i    6 - ak   0\   /l   A:   0\ /a    b   0 \

(m       «'       OJIOIO]     =      I m   «   0 J
\0        0        1/ \0   0   1/ \0   0   1/

which is the associated matrix of the map idN °/, it follows that /'

0 ^lßd((Dixs»)u»(Afc-int(r))) = idAT, °/Consequently, i?(m,/i) is homeomorphic

to R(m,ri) by the homeomorphism F * id^ (cf. II.3). We shall now show that

F' can be extended as a homeomorphism F: F>2 X 52 UA (N0 - Int(F))

-» D2 X S2 UA/ (N0 - Int(F)), when k = n - n'/m is even. Consider the map

h'~x o F' o h: Bd(D2 X 52) -» Bd(F>2 X 52), which is a self-homeomorphism

of 51 x 52. Clearly, it is sufficient to show that when k is even, the map

h'~x o F' o h can be extended homeomorphically to D2 X S2. It is easy to see

that h'~x o F' » h can be extended homeomorphically to D2 X S2 provided

that it is isotopic to the identity map. Observe that h~x o F' » h(\,y;p,x,z)

= (\,y;p,x + ky,z). Recall the parametrization of Bd(£>2 X 52) = 51 X 52:

A point on Bd(D2 X 52) = 51 X 52 is represented by (\,y;p,x,z), where

(l,2wy) are the ordinary polar coordinates of a point on the unit circle 51, and

(p cos2ff.x,p sin27rx,z) are the ordinary coordinates of a point in 52. So in

terms of these coordinates, the map h'~x ° F' ° h can be considered as:

h'~x o F' o /z(cos27ry,sin2n-.y;p cos2tt;c,p sin2trx,z)

— (cos27ry,sin2:ry;p cos27t(jc + ky),p sin27r(x + ky),z).

Let 5: 51 -*■ 50(3) be the map defined by
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(cos 2tr(ky)   -sin 27r(£y)   o\

sin277(£y)    cos2tt(A:>')    0 I   ,

0 0 1/

where 0 < y < 1. Then

h'~x o F' o A(cos27TV,sin2try;p cos277*,p sin2irx,z)

= (cos27TV,sin27Ty;(p cos 277*, p sin277*,z) • (5(cos 2777, sin 2t7.v))'),

for (p cos 277*, p sin 277*, z) • (5(cos277y,sin277v))'

/cos 2t7^v    sin 2<ïïky   0 \

= (p cos 2t7*, p sin 2t7*, z) I -sin 2ttky   cos 277&.y   0 I

\     0 0        1/

= (p(cos 277* • cos 2irky — sin 277* • sin 2irky),

p(cos 277* • sin 2mky +sin 277* • cos 277&y), z)

= (p cos 27r(* + ky), p sin 2-n(x + ky), z).

We say that the map h'~  ° F' » h is induced by the map S.

Definition. A map /: Sx X S" -» Sx X S" is induced by a map S: Sx

-» SO(n + 1), if f(x,y) = (x,y • S(x)'), where * E 51 and y E S". The

following proposition is then immediate:

Proposition. Suppose the homeomorphism f: Sx X S" -* Sx X S" is induced

by a map S: Sx -* SO(n + 1), then fis isotopic to the identity map provided S is

homotopically trivial.

So we need to show that the map S: Sx -> 50(3) defined above is

homotopically trivial. Consider the imbedding /': 51 = 50(2) -+ 50(3), such

that

i(A) = (4t1-)'   where A e S°W-

It is well known that ;'# : 7^(50(2)) -> 77,(50(3)) is surjective. In fact /#(g)

= 0, where g E 77,(50(2)), iff g has even index, i.e. 77,(50(2))/<g> is a finite

cyclic group of even order. Notice that the map /: 51 -» 50(2) such that

. .    .      /cos*   -sin*\
/(cos*,sin*) = I   . I

\sm*    cos* /

is a representative of a generator [/] in 77,(50(2)), and the map / is a

representative of the element [/*] e 77,(50(2)), where
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,i. .      (coskx   — sinkx\
I (cosx.sinx) = I  .   , ).

\ sm foe    coskx /

Since 5 = / « /*, and [5] = [/ <> lk] = /#[/*], it follows that [5] is homotop-

ically trivial provided k is even. We conclude that R(m, n) is homeomorphic to

R(m,n'), if n = n' (modm) and (n - n')/m is even. A similar argument yields

that R(m,n) = R(m,n') when n = -ri (modm) and (n + n')/m is even.

Finally, we are ready to prove Theorem H.3. The proof is divided into three

steps. We shall first prove the following sublemma.

Sublemma. Given relatively prime integers m and n,m # ±1, then there

exists a positive integer s, s < \m\, such that R(m,n) — R(m,s).

Proof. Let n = s (modm) and « — s = mk, where 0 < j < \m\. Suppose

k is even, then by Lemma III.7, R(m, n) = R(m,s). We are done. Suppose k is

odd. Notice that n + m - s = m(k + 1) and n — m — s = m(k - 1). Since

both k + 1 and k - 1 are even, Lemma III.7 implies that

R(m,n) = R(m,m - s)   and   R(m,n) — R(m,-s - m).

If m > 0, then 0<m-s<m = |m|. If m < 0, then 0 < -s - m < |m|.

The lemma is proved.

Secondly, we shall show that for any given relatively prime integers m and

n, there exists an integer /, such that R(m,n) = R(t, 1). Then it follows from

Theorem III.l that R(m,n) is homeomorphic to either 52 X 52 # 51

X 53 or CP2 # -CP2 # 51 X 53.

In the case that m = ±1, since R(±\,n) = /?(±«, 1), the above assertion is

valid. Suppose m # ±1. By the sublemma above we may assume 0 < «

< \m\. If « = 1 we are done, otherwise applying Lemma III.6 and the above

sublemma, we can find an integer m' such that 0 < m' < n and R(m,n)

— R(n,m) = R(n,m'). If m' = 1 we are done, otherwise we can again apply

Lemma III.6 and the sublemma to find an integer ri such that 0 < ri < m!

and R(m,ri) = R(n,m') = R(m',ri). We can repeat this reduction until one of

the integer entries equals 1. The assertion is proved.

Finally, suppose mn = 0 (mod2) and R(m,ri) = CP2 # -CP2 # 51 X 53.
Then the quadratic form of R(m, ri) is of type I. Consequently, the quadratic

form of R(m,ri)#k(S2 X S2) is also of type I, for any positive integer k.

However, this contradicts Theorem III.2, which says that

R(m,ri) # k(S2 x S2) = 52 X 52 # 51 x 53 # k(S2 x S2)

for some integer k, where the quadratic form of

52X52#5'x53#A:(52X52)
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'is of type II. Therefore R(m,n) must be 52x52#5*x53. Similarly

we can prove that R(m,n) = CP2 # -CP2 # 51 X 53 if mn is odd. This

completes the proof of Theorem III.3.

IV. The manifolds of type T. Let T(m,n; m',n'), where

gcd(w,Ai) = gcd(m',n') = 1   and   mn' - m'n = ±1,

be the r2-manifold with the following weighted orbited space:

(0,1) (1,0)

Since mn' — m'n = ±1, at least two of these four integers must be odd and

one is even. Define / = 0 if there are two even integers, and t = 1 otherwise.

Recall from 4.6 of [9] that:

Theorem IV. 1 (P. Orlik and F. Raymond). If one of the integers m, n, m'

and n' equals ±1, then

„t ,   ,x      f52x52-
r(m,«;m',/0 = |cp2#_

#52X52#5'X53 ift = 0,

CP2 # CP2 # -CP2 # 51 x 53      //r=l,

and

Theorem IV.2 (P. Orlik and F. Raymond). For any given integers m, n, m'

and «' such that gcd(m,n) = 1, gcd(m',n') = 1 and mn' - m'n = ±1, there

exists an integer k such that

T(m,n;m',n')#k(S2XS2)

S2XS2#S2XS2#SXXS3# k(S2 X S2) ift = 0,

CP2 # -CP2 # CP2 # -CP2 #SXXS3# k(S2 X S2)

ift=\.

In this section our main result is the following:

Theorem IV.3.

T(m,n;m',n') = j
52X52#52X52#5*X53 ift = 0,

CP2 # -CP2 # CP2 # -CP2 #SXXS3       if t = 1.
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Since 52X52#52X52#5'X53 and CP2 # -CP2 # CP2 # -CP2

# 51 x 53 do not have the same homotopy type, this theorem completely

classifies the manifolds of type F.
The proof of this theorem is similar to the argument used in proving

Theorem III.3. We shall refer the reader to §111 for the details.

Let N0, NX,T0C N0,f, (D2 X 52)0, and h0 be defined as in §111, where

T0,(D2x 52)0 and h0 take the place of T, D2 X S2 and h. Define Tx C Nx,

(D2 x 52),, and hx : Bd(£>2 x 52), -» Bd(7f) in the same way as it was for

T0 C N0, (D2 X 52)0 and h0: Bd(D2 X 52)0 -* Bd(F0). Let /: Bd(JV0)

-» Bd(A/[ ) be the linear homeomorphism with the associated matrix

Im' ri 0
I m n 0

\0    0    1

An argument similar to the one used in proving Lemma III.4 yields the

following:

Lemma IV.4.

T(m,n;m',ri) = [(D2 X 52)0 U„o (NQ - Int(F0))]

Uf[(D2XS2)x (Jhi(Nx-lnt(Tx))].

Notice that

(Z^xS^oU^Ab-IntiFo))^,

is homeomorphic to R(m,ri). (Cf. Lemma III.4.) This lemma implies that

T(m,n;m',ri) is the manifold obtained by doing an equivariant surgery of

type (2, 3) on the F2-manifold R(m, ri).

Corollary IV.5. The T2-manifold T(m,n;m',ri) is obtained from S2 X S2

#SX X 53 or CP2 # -CP2 #SXXS3 by doing a single equivariant

surgery of type (2,3).

The following is immediate.

Lemma IV.6. T(m,n;m',ri) = T(n',m';n,m).

Lemma IV.7. Given integers m, n, m', ri such that gcd(m,n) = 1, gcd(m',n')

= 1, mri — m'n = ±1, then T(m,n;m',ri) is homeomorphic to Tfas;^,^) if

(n — s)/m — (ri — s')/m' = 2fo or (n + s)/m — (ri + s')/m' = 2k, for some

integer k.

Proof. By Lemma IV.4 we may assume that
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T(m,n;m',n') = [(D2 X 52)0 UAo (N0 - Int(7¿))]

U/[(Ö2X52), UAi (A, - Int(7í))],

and

T(m,s;m',s') = [(D2 X 52)0 Uh(¡ (N0 - lnt(TQ))]

Uf [(D2 X 52), UA| (Nx - lnt(Tx))],

where hQ, hx are the attaching maps defined previously, and/,/': Bd(Ao)

-* BdCiV,), are the linear homeomorphisms with the following associated

matrices:

and

Suppose n - s = 2km and n' - s' = 2km'. Let F': (N0 - lnl(T0)) -» (N0

- Int(7¿)) be the linear homeomorphism with the associated matrix

Then it follows from the proof of case I of Lemma III.7 that the map F' can

be extended as a homeomorphism

F: (D2 X 52)0 UAo (N0 - Int(7¿)) -> (D2 X 52)0 UAq (N0 - lnt(T0)).

Moreover, since

fm'   2km' + s'   0'

m    2km + s    0

1.

it follows that

/' ° ^((0^)0U^o-InUTo))) = ^XS^U^-lnl^)) °/

Hence T(m,n;m',n') is homeomorphic to T(m,s;m',s') by the homeomor-

phism F*id as asserted. Similarly one can show that T(m,n;m',n') is
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homeomorphic to T(m,s; m',s') if n + s/m = ri + s'/m = 0(2).

Proof of Theorem IV.3. The proof is divided into three steps. Firstly, by

Lemma IV.7 and the argument used in proving the sublemma of §111, one can

prove the following:

Sublemma. (1) If m ¥= ±1, then there exists a positive integer s, s < \m\,

such that T(m,n;m',n') = T(m,s;m',s') for some integer s'.

(2) If m' # ±1, then there exists a positive integer s', s' < \m\, such that

T(m,n;m',n') = T(m,s;m',s') for some integer s.

Secondly, we want to establish a reduction on the integer entries m, n, rri,

n', such that by repeating this reduction we can make one of these four integer

entries equal 1. Then it follows from Theorem IV.l that T(m,n;m',n') is

homeomorphic to either 52 x 52 # S2 x 52 # 51 x 53 or CP2 # -CP2

# CP2#-CP2 # Sx X S3. In the case m = ±1, we are done. Suppose

m # ±1, then by (1) of the above sublemma, we may assume 0 < n < \m\. If

n = 1 then we are done, otherwise applying Lemma IV.6 and (2) of the above

sublemma, we can find integers s and s', 0 < j < |«|, such that T(m,n; m',n')

= T(n',m';n,m) = T(n',s';n,s). If s = 1 then we are done. Otherwise again

applying Lemma IV.6 and (1) of the sublemma, we can find integers / and

/', 0 < / < s, such that T(n',s';n,s) = T(s,n;s',n') = T(s,t;s',t'). Since /

< s < n < \m\, by repeating this reduction, we can make one of these

integers entries equal 1.

Finally, suppose / = 0, where / is the number defined in IV.l, and

T(m,n;m',n') = CP2 # -CP2 # CP2 # -CP2 # 51 XS3.

Then the quadratic form of T(m,n; m',ri) # k(S2 X S2) is of type I, for any

nonnegative integer k. This contradicts Theorem IV.2, which says that

T(m,n;m',n')# k(S2 X S2) is homeomorphic to S2 X S2 # S2 X S2 # Sx

X 5 # k(S X S2) for some integer k, where the quadratic form of 52 X S2

#52X52#5'X53#Â:(52X52) is of type II. Therefore T(m,n;m',n')

must be 52 X S2 # S2 X S2 # 51 x 53. Similarly we can prove that when

t = 1, T(m,n;m',n') = CP2 # -CP2 # CP2 # -CP2 # S1 x53. This com-

pletes the proof of Theorem IV.3.

V. The manifolds of type L. In this section we study L(n\p,q;m), the T2-

manifold corresponding to the weighted orbit space

( n ; p, q ; m
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where m, n, p, q are some integers such that gcd(m,n) = gcd(n,p,q) = 1.

Unlike the F2-manifolds of types R and F, the manifolds of type L form a

family of manifolds which is not known to us. (Since their fundamental groups

are finite cyclic, they can not be the connected sum or product of any well-

known manifolds.) In this section we shall construct these manifolds explicitly

and classify them completely. Our main results are the following:

Theorem V.l. Given integers n, p, q, m as above, the manifold L(n;p,q; m) is

homeomorphic to either L(n; 0,1; 1) or L(n; 1,1; 1).

Depending upon whether n is even or odd, we have the following:

Theorem V.2. If n is odd, the manifolds L(n;0,1; 1) and L(n; 1,1; 1) are

homeomorphic. If n is an even integer, then the manifolds L(n;0,1;1) and

L(n; I, I; I) do not have the same homotopy type.

Since the group irx (L(n;p, q; m)) is finite cyclic of order n, it follows from the

above two theorems that the family of the L-manifolds contains one manifold

for each odd integer greater than 2, and two distinct manifolds for each even

integer greater than 1. The proof of these two theorems is based on the

following ten lemmas, (Lemma W3-Lemma V.12).

The following are immediate:

Lemma V.3. Given integers n, p, q, m as above, let t be an integer such that

gcd(n, t) = 1, then L(n;p, q; m) = L(n; tp, tq; tm) and

Lemma V.4. L(n;p, q; m) = L(n; q,p; m).

Lemma V.5. Given a finite cyclic subgroup HofT ,if H is of order n, then there

exist relatively prime integers p and q such that (p/n,q/ri) generates H.

Proof. Choose a generator (s/n,t/ri) of H. (This is possible since any

element in F2 of order n can be written in this form.) Then clearly

gcd(«,J,/) = 1. In fact, if gcd(n,s,r) = k, then the order of (s/n,t/ri) would be

n/k. Let a, b be some integers such that a • gcd($, t) + bn = 1. So we have

a • gcd(s,t) ■ 1 (mod«). Letp = s/gcd(s,t) and q — t/gcd(s,t). Observe that

in F2, the element a(s/n, t/ri) = (as/n,at/n) = (a ■ gcd(s,t)p/n,a • gcd(s,t)q/ri)

= a • gcd(s,t)(p/n,q/ri) — (p/n,q/ri). The integers p and q are obviously

relatively prime. Since gcd(a,n) = 1, it follows that (p/n,q/ri) is a generator

of H. The lemma is proved.

It follows immediately from this lemma that any L-manifold L(n; s, t; r) is

F2-equivalent to some L(n;p,q; m), where p and q are relatively prime. From

now on, unless otherwise specified, for a manifold of type L, we shall assume

that its second and third integer entries are relatively prime.

A simple computation gives us the following lemma:
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Lemma V.6. Given integers p, a, a0, b0 such that a0p + b0q — 1, then in T2

the subgroup G(na0,nb0) n G(naQ + q,nb0 — p) is finite cyclic of order n and

generated by the element (p/n, q/n).

Let N0, Nx, T C NQ and h: Bd(D2 X S2) -> Bd(T) be defined as in III, and

let /: B¿(Aq) -* Bd(A,) be the linear homeomorphism with the associated

matrix .4,

/   ma0        mbQ      a

A   =    f     na0 nb0      ß

\na0 + q   nb0 — p   0

where a0p + b0q = 1 and an — ßm = 1. (Notice that det(/i) = -1, so the

map / is indeed a homeomorphism.) The following lemma should be treated

as an explicit construction of the manifold L(n;p,q; m).

Lemma V.7. L(n;p,q;m) = D2 x S2 \Jh (NQ - lnt(T)) UfNx.

Proof. Let X = D2 X S2 UA (N0 - lnt(T)) Uf Nx. As in Lemma III.4, it is

sufficient to construct a T2-action on X with the desired weighted orbit space.

Define a 72-action on X as follows:

on D2XS2: (9,<j>) X (8,y;p,x,z) -* (8,y + <f>;p,x + 9,z);

on tf0 - Int(T): (9,4,) X (p,x;y,z) -*(p,x + 9;y + <b,z);

on Aj : (9,4>) X (p,x;y,z) -* (p,* + ma09 + mbQ<b;y + na09 + /iÔq^

z + (naQ + q)9 + (nb0 - p)<¡>).

(Since the attaching maps h and/are all equivariant with respect to the above

defined reactions, this does give a reaction on X.) It is seen in III.4 that

(D2   X S2 ^(Nq -  int(T)))* -

(0,1)

For the orbit space A,*, the following conclusions are immediate:

(1) N* is homeomorphic to D2.

(2) All the orbits in Nx are principle orbits, except the subset, {(0,*;.y,z): 0

< x,y, z < 1}, which is an £-orbit.

(3) From Lemma 113.6 the stability group of the above £-orbit is finite

cyclic of order n and generated by (p/n, q/n).

•

(1,0)
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(4) With respect to the generator (p/n,q/ri), the slice representation of this

£-orbit is m.

(In fact, Nx is a "Tube" of the above F-orbit.) In conclusion, we have

* =       (       *       I
1 \(n''p)'q;m/

Therefore,

x* =   (0,1)

=     (0,1)/ x \ (1,0)

Un; p,q;ra) /

The lemma is proved.

Denote S(n;p,q;m) by N0 UfNx. Then S(n;p,q;m) is the F2-manifold

corresponding to the weighted orbit space

(0,1)

As in Lemma III.5, we can see that the F -manifold L(n;p,q; m) is obtained

from the F -manifold S(n;p,q;m) by doing a F -equivariant surgery of type

(2, 3). It will be shown in a later paper that S(n;p,q;m) is homeomorphic to

the product of 51 and some three-dimensional lens space, here 53 and 51 X 52

are considered as some special lens spaces. In particular, S(n;0,1; 1)

= S(n; 1,1; 1) = 5 x 5 . Combining this with Theorem V.l we have the

following corollary.

Corollary V.8. The manifold of type L is the manifold resulting from a T -

equivariant surgery of type (2,3) on S X S .

It is known that by doing surgery of type (2, 3) on one element in the

fundamental group of the manifold, we can produce at most two distinct

resulting manifolds. Thus the above corollary can be also viewed as a

definition of the manifolds of type L.
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Lemma V.9. L(n;p,q;m) = L(n;p,q;rri), if m' = —m (mod«).

Proof. Let rri + m = kn. By Lemma V.7, let L(n;p,q;m) = D2 X S2

UA (N0 - Int(F)) UjNx, and L(n;p,q;m') = D2 X S2 Uh (N0 - Int(F))

Uy. A7), where the attaching maps/and/' are the linear homeomorphisms with

the associated matrices

and

respectively.  Let F': N0 - Int(F) -+ N0 - Int(F) and  G: Nx -» /V,  be  the

linear homeomorphisms with the associated matrices

and

respectively. Notice that F'\Bd^T)(p,x;y,z) = (p, —x;—y,z), and F' can be

extended as a homeomorphism

F: F>2 X 52 Uh (N0 - Int(F)) -* D2 X 52 Uh (N0 - Int(F)),

by defining F(8,y;p,x,z) = (5,-75p,-x,z) for all points (S.^ip.x.z) in

D2 X S2. Since

ma0 mb0

na0 nb0

na0 + q   nb0 - p    0 y

'o — kna0 mb0 — knb0

-na0 -nb0

,~(na0 + q) -(nb0-p)

—m'a0 ~m'bQ

-naQ -nb0

-(na0 + q)    -(nb0 - p)

m'a0        m'b0

na0 nb0

\na0 + q   nb0 - p

it follows that G ° f = f ° F. Therefore F * G is a homeomorphism from

L(n;p,q;m) to L(n;p,q;m'). The lemma is proved.
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Lemma V.IO. L(n;p,q; m) = L(n;p + 2kq,q; m) for all integers k.

Proof. As in Lemma V.7, let L(n;p,q;m) = D2 x S2 Uh (N0 - lnt(T))

\JfNx, and L(n;p + 2kq,q;m) = D2 X S2 Uh (N0 - lnt(T)) \Jf. A,, where /

and/' are the linear homeomorphisms with the associated matrices

/«a0 mb0

na0 nb0

\na0 + q   nb0-p

and

amaQ m(b0 - 2a0k)

na0 n(b0-2a0k) ß

\na0 + a   n(b0 - 2a0k) — (p + 2kq)   0

respectively. Define F': (N0 - lnt(T)) -> (N0 - lnt(T)) to be the linear ho-

meomorphism with the associated matrix

Then as shown in the proof of Lemma III.4, the map F' can be extended as a

homeomorphism

F: D2 X S2 Uh (N0 - Int(r)) ->D2XS2 UA (N0 - lnt(T)).

Notice that

ma0 m(b0 — 2aQk) a

na0 n(b0-2aQk) ß

\naQ + a   n(b0 - 2a0^) - (p + 2kq)   0

naQ + a   nb0- p   0

so f o F — idjv » /.  It follows that F * id is a homeomorphism  from

L(n;p,q;m) to L(n;p + 2kq,q;m). The lemma is proved.

Lemma V.U. L(n;p,q;m) = L(n;p,q + 2kp; m) for all integers k.
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Proof.

L(n;p, q; m) = L(n; q,p; m) (Lemma V.4)

= L(n; q + 2kp,p; m) (Lemma V.10)

= L(n;p,q + 2kp;m) (Lemma V.4).

Lemma V.12. Given integers n,p, q, m as above, there exists an integer rri such

that L(n;p,q; m) is homeomorphic to either L(n; 0,1 ; m') or L(n; 1,1 ; m').

Proof. Let a = gcd(«,p) and b = gcd(n,q). Then a and b are relatively

prime and ¿z6|«. Let c equal the product of the prime factors of n/ab which

divide a, and d equal the product of the prime factors of n/ab which divide b.

That is, c = n/ab • k, where k is the largest factor of n/ab such that

gcd(foö) = 1, and d = n/ab • k', where k' is the largest factor of n/ab such

that gcd(k',b) — 1. Notice that c and d are relatively prime and abcd\n. Let

e = n/abcd, then clearly gcd(e\p) = gcd(e,q) = 1. We need the following:

Sublemma. Let n, p, q, a, b, c, d, e be the above integers. Then

gcd(¿/ + 2ep, n) = 1 if p is even, and gcd(p + 2eq, ri) — 1 if p is odd.

Assuming this sublemma, the proof of Lemma V.12 proceeds as follows:

Suppose p is odd. It follows from Lemma V.10 and the above sublemma that

L(n;p,q;m) = L(n;p + 2eq,q;m) and gcd(p + 2eq,n) = 1. Let s be an inte-

ger such that s(p + 2eq) =■ 1 (mod«), then in F2 the element

s((p + 2eq)/n,q/n) = (l/n,sq/n).

Since s and « are relative prime, it follows from Lemma V.3 that L(n;p,q; m)

= L(n;p + 2eq,q;m) — L(n; \,sq;sm). By Lemma V.ll and Lemma V.4, we

can conclude that:

,   , .      f L(n; 1,0; sm) = L(n; 0,1 ; sm)   if sq is even,
L(n; l,sq;sm) — <    , . ..

\.L(n; \,\;sm)   if sq is odd.

Supposep is even. Then by Lemma V.ll and the above sublemma, we have

L(n;p,q; m) = L(n;p,q + 2ep; m) and gcd(q + 2ep,ri) = 1. Let / be an integer

that t(q + 2ep) = 1 (mod«), then in F the element t(p/n,(q + 2ep)/ri)

= (tp/n, 1/n). Since / and « are relatively prime, Lemma V.3 implies

L(n;p,q;m) = L(n;p,q + 2ep;m) = L(«;tp, 1 ;/m). Applying Lemma V.10,

we have

,,        ,      .       f L(n; 0,1; tm)       if/p is even,
L(n;/p,l;/m) = ^       ' ' /\ '

i.L(n; 1,1 ; rm)       if /p is odd.

The lemma is proved.

Proof of the sublemma. Suppose p is even, p and q are relatively prime, so

q must be odd. Let s be a prime number or 1 such that s\gcd(q + 2e*p, «). Then
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it is easily seen that one of the following three assertions must be true:

(1) s\a and s\(q + 2ep);

(2) s\b and s\(q + 2ep);

(3) s\e and s\(q + 2ep).

Suppose (1) is true, then it follows immediately that s\p and s\q. Consequently,

s must be 1. Suppose (2) is true, then we have s\q and s\2ep. q is odd, so s

cannot be 2; it follows that s\ep. But the integers ep and q are relatively prime,

so s is 1. In the case (3) is true, we have s\e and s\q. But gcd(e,q) = 1, so 5

must be 1 again. In conclusion: the only common factor of q + 2ep and n is

1, that is gcd(<7 + 2ep,n) = 1.

Suppose p is odd and s|gcd(p + 2eq, n). Similar to the previous case, one of

the following three assertions must be valid:

(1) s\(p + 2eq) and s\a;

(2) s\(p + 2eq) and s\b;

(3) s\(p + 2eq) and s\e.

(1) implies s\p and s\2eq. Sincep is odd s cannot be 2; it follows that s\eq. But

gcd(p,eq) = 1, so s = 1. (2) implies ¿|pands|<7, which again implies that

s = 1. (3) implies s\p and s\e. But gcd(e,p) = 1, so s = 1. As in the previous

case, the above argument proved that gcd(p + 2eq,n) = 1. This completes the

proof of the sublemma.

We are now ready to prove one of our main results, Theorem V.l. By Lemma

V.12, it is sufficient to show for any positive integer n that the manifolds

L(n;0, \;m) and L(n;\,\;m) are homeomorphic to either L(n;0,1;1) or

L(n; 1,1; 1). We shall first consider the manifold L(n;0, l;m): Suppose m is

even, then the following conclusions are immediate:

L(«;0, \;m) = L(n;m, \;m)       (Lemma V. 10)

= L(n; 1, a'; 1) for some integer q',       (Lemma V.3)

JLM,0;1)       if a< is even,       (LemmaVU)
|L(«; 1,1; 1)       if q is odd,

Suppose m is odd. When n is also an odd number, then it follows from Lemma

V.9 that L(n; 0,1; m) = L(n; 0,1; n - m), where n - m is an even integer. We

are back to the previous case. Suppose m is odd and n is even. Then

L(n; 0,1 ; m) = L(n; 2,1 ; m) (Lemma V. 10)

= L(n; 2,m; m) (Lemma V.l 1 )

= L(n;p', 1; 1) for some integer p',       (Lemma V.3)

-{
L(n;0,1;1)       if p'is even,
tu. i 1.1\       -t   > •     jj (Lemma V.10).
L(n;l,l;l)       lfp'isodd,
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Next, let us consider the manifold L(n; 1,1; m). Suppose m is odd, then

L(«;l,l;m) = L(n;m, \;m)       (Lemma V. 10)

= L(n; \,q'; 1) for some integer q',       (Lemma V.3)

■{
L(n; 1,0; 1)       if q' is even,

L(«;l,l;l)       if q' is odd,
(Lemma V. 11).

Suppose m is even. It follows from Lemma V.9 that

L(n; 1,1; m) = L(n; 1,1; n — m).

Since n and m are relatively prime, the integer n must be odd, it follows that

n — mis odd. We are back to the previous case. This completes the proof of

Theorem V. 1.

Since in F2, (0/«, 1/«) and (n/n, \/ri) represent the same element, it follows

that («;0,1; 1) and («;«, 1; 1) represent the same orbit invariant. Hence

L(n;0,1; 1) = L(n;n, 1; 1). In the case that « is an odd integer, by Lemma

V.10 we have L(n;0,1; 1) = L(n;n, 1; 1). This proves the first part of Theorem

V.2. In the case that n is an even number, the manifolds L(n;0,1; 1) and

L(n; 1,1; 1) have different mod 2 cohomology ring structure. We shall study

this in the rest of this section.

The covering spaces of the L-manifolds. Let N0, Nx denote two copies of

D2 X F2, parametrized as in (II.2). Define T¡ C N0, i — 0, 1,..., n - 1, to be

the set of elements (p,x;y,z) where p and z satisfy the following conditions:

(3/ + l)/3« < z < (3/ + 2)/3«,   and for 0 < / < 1,

W        (2t(z - (3/ + l)/3n)       if (3/ + l)/3« < z < (3/ + l)/3« + 1/6«,

P " \2/((3i + 2)/3« - z)       if (3/ + l)/3« + 1/6« < z < (3/ + 2)/3«.

Let F2 act on N0 by (0,<#>) x (p,x;y,z) -» (p,x + 9;y + 4>,z), and on Nx by

(9,<j>) x (p,x;y,z) -* (p,x;y + 0,z + <f>). Then the following assertions are

immediate:

(1) The linear homeomorphism /: Bd(A/0) -* Bd^) with the associated

matrix

is F2-equivariant.

(2) For each / = 0, 1, ...,«- 1, T¡ is a F2-invariant subset of A^.

(3) The weighted orbit spaces of N0 and A^ are
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n-1

and

respectively.

Represent an element in (D X S )¡, i = 0, 1, ..., n — 1, by (8,y;p,x,z),

where 0<6%<1,0<*,>><1 and p, z satisfy the conditions (*) above. Let

T2 act on (D2 X 52),, / = 0, 1, ...,«- 1, by (9,4>) X (8,y; p,x,z) -* (8,y

+ <b;p,x + 0,z), and let A,: Bd((D2 X S2)¡) -* Bd(T¡), i = 0, 1, ...,«- 1, be

the homeomorphism such that h¡(l,y,p,x,z) = (p,x;y,z). Then clearly h¡ is

r2-equivariant, for / = 0, 1, ..., n - 1. Let

L" - S(z)2 x s2)i

Then L„ is a r2-manifold and
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Checking the table of (1.5) it is easily seen that Ln is homeomorphic to

# (n — \)(S2XS2). Now, consider the Zn-action on L~n induced by the

homeomorphism w, where on Nx: w(p,x;y,z) = (p,x + m/n;y + p/n,z

+ q/n); on Nn - U£¿ Int(7p: w(p,x;y,z) = (p,* + p/n;y + q/n;z - m/n);

and on (D2 x S2)¡,(i = 0,1,...,n - 1): w(8,y;p,x,z) - (8,y + q/n;p,x

+ p/n,z - mn). (w commutes with the attaching maps /and h¡, (/ = 0,1,...,

n — 1), and w is of order n, so w indeed induces a Z„-action on L~n.) Notice

that this Z„-action commutes with the reaction on Ln, and the Zn action is

in fact an orientation preserving, free action. Therefore the Z„-orbit space

Ln/Zn is a manifold with a naturally induced reaction. Since (tn/Zn)/T2 is

homeomorphic to (Ln/T2)/Zn, a simple computation shows that the T2-

weighted orbit space of L„/Zn is

(o,D (1,0)

So L~n/Zn — L(n;p,q; m). As a conclusion we have the following:

Theorem V.13. Given integers n, p, a, m such that gcd(m,n) =■ 1 and

gcd(n,p,q) = 1, the universal covering space of the manifold L(n;p,q;m) is

# (n - \)(S2 X S2).

Remark. (1) A by-product of the above argument is that 77, (L(n;p, q; m))

-Zn'
(2) If we can assume that 77,(L(n;p,a; m)) = Zn, we can prove the above

theorem very easily: Since the reaction on L(n;p,q;m) has fixed points, it

follows from the Covering Action Theorem that there exists a T -action on Ln

such that the covering map is T2-equivariant. (See [1, Chapter I, Theorem 9.1],

or [2, Theorem 3.1].) L~n is an «-fold covering of L(n;p, a; m), so L~n has 2« fixed

points. Let p: Ln -» £* be the orbit map of the covering reaction. Since

P# : trx(Ln) -* 77,(£*) is surjective, L* is simply connected. Consequently,

£*   -
n

Hence £„=#(«- 1)(52 x 52).
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The direct geometric proof of Theorem V.13 has the advantage of giving us

a clear description of the deck transformation of trx(L(n;p,q;m)) on Ln. A

further study of this gives the following interesting corollary.

Corollary V.14. Let «, j and t be positive integers such that « = st. Let Ln

and X'n be the covering spaces of L(n ; 0,1 ; 1 ) and L(n ; 1,1 ; 1 ) corresponding to the

subgroups oftrx(L(n; 0,1; 1)) and trx(L(n; 1,1; 1)) of order t respectively. Then

Ln = (#(s- l)(S2xS2))#L(t;0,\;\),

and

L'n = (#(s- 1)(52X52))#L(/;1,1;1).

Proof. Notice that Tn = Ln/(ws), where w is the generator of the group

Z„ defined previously and (ws} is the subgroup generated by ws. By an easy

computation, we can see that the orbit space of Tn with respect to the naturally

induced Fraction is

Again checking the table of (1.5), we have L'n = (# (s - 1)(52 X 52))

# L(t; 0,1; 1). Using the same argument, we can show that

Z„ = (#(*- 1)(52 X52))#L(/; 1,1 ;1).

Parametrize 52 X 52 by ((x,y,z),(x',y',z')), where x2 + y2 + z2 = x'2

+ y'2 + z'2 = 1. Let <|> and u^ be the self-homeomorphisms of 52 X 5 such

that

<t>((x,y,z),(x',y',z')) = ((x,y,-z),(-x',-/,-z')),

and

^((x,y,z),(x',y',z')) = ((-x,-y,-z),(-x',-y',-z')).

Since </> and \p are both orientation preserving homeomorphisms of order two,

it follows that the quotient spaces (52 X S2)/<j> and (52 x 52)/^ are both

orientable 4-manifolds with fundamental groups Z2. Define a Fraction on

52 X 52 by taking the product of two standard circle actions on 52. It is easily

seen that on 52 X 52 this Fraction commutes with the Z2 actions induced by
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the homeomorphisms <b and \p. Therefore the 4-manifolds (S2 x 52)/<i> and

(52 x S2)/\p have reactions, and by a simple computation, it follows that the

orbit spaces of (52 x S2)/<#> and (52 x S2)/*p are

(o,i)/       x      \(i,o) (o,i) |        x       \(1,0)

V(2;0,l;l)/ V(2;l,l;l)/

respectively. We have the following corollary.

Corollary V.15.

L(2;0,l;l) = (52 X 52)/<#»,   and   L(2; 1,1; 1) = (52 X S2)/^.

Remark. Observe that the manifolds (52 X S2)/<b and (52 X S2)/\p are 52-

bundles over RP . If we let e and r/ denote the trivial and the nontrivial line

bundles over RP2 respectively, it is easily seen that (52 x S2)/4> and

(52 x 52)/<// are in fact the sphere bundles of the 3-plane bundles e © e © rj

and T/ © r/ 0 Tj respectively, where "ffi" stands for the Whitney sum of bundles,

(cf. [7, p. 2]).

The homology and cohomology of the L-manifolds. From now on, as a matter

of convenience, for each integer greater than 1 we shall let Ln and L'n denote

the 72-manifolds L(n;0,1; 1) and L(n; 1,1; 1) respectively. The integral ho-

mology and cohomology of Ln and L'n are the same. We shall study them for

the manifold Ln; the same argument works for L'n. Since Ln is orientable, by

the Poincaré Duality and Hurewicz Isomorphism Theorem, we have

H0(Ln) = H4(Ln) = Z,       H°(L„) = H4(Ln) = Z,

and

H3(L„) = HX(L„) = „x(Ln) = Z„.

It follows from the Universal Coefficient Theorem that Free(/7'(£„))

= Freeitf, (Lj) = 0, and Tor(Hx(Ln)) = Tor(/70(L„)) = 0. (Given a mod-

ule G, Free(G ) means the free part of G, and Tor(G ) means the torsion part

of G.) Hence //'(£„) = H3(Ln) = 0. Since the Traction on Ln has two fixed

points, it follows from [1, Chapter III, Theorem 10.3] that x(¿-„) = 2.

However, X(K) = 2 + rk(H2(Ln)), so rk(H2(Ln)) = 0, that is

Free(//2(L„)) = 0. Hence
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H2(Ln) = H2(Ln) = Tor(H2(Ln)) = Tor(Hx(Ln)) = Z„.

We have the following:

Theorem V. 16. Given an integer «, « > 2, the integral homology and cohomol-

ogy of the manifolds Ln and L'n are the same. They are described in the table

below:

H*

H*

0 1

0

Remark. (1) The cohomology ring structures of Ln and L'n are obviously

trivial.

(2) Applying the Universal Coefficient Theorem, we can find Zm-cohomol-

ogy and Zm-homology of Ln and L'n. They are shown in the table below:

JR.

H*

H*

1

vgcd(/i,m) j'gcd(n,w) ® Zgcd(n.m)

^gcd(w,m)    ^gcd(w,m) ® ^gcd(n,m)    ^ged(n.m)    ^m

"gcd(w,w)

In contrast to the integral cohomology, the Zm-cohomology ring structure of

Ln and L'n are not trivial. We shall next study the Z2-cohomology ring of

¿2*andL2*-

Recall from Corollary V.15 that the manifolds L2 and L^ are the sphere

bundles e © e © tj and t/ © t; © tj over RP2 respectively. Let E denote the disk

bundle of e © e ffi tj and E' denote the disk bundle of tj © tj © tj. We have the

bundle pairs (E,L2) -A RP2 and (E',L'2) -¿» RP2. Let ß E rffo^Zj,

ß' E H3^',!^; Z2) be the Thorn classes, and

a E HX(E;Z2) = HX(RP2;Z2) = Z2,

a' E H'(E';Z2) = HX(RP2;Z2) - Z2

be the generators. Consider the Z2-cohomology long exact sequence of the

pair (E,L2):

Hr(E,L2) ¿* Hr(E) -^ Hr(L2) -*♦ Hr+l(E,L2)

Since

Hr(E,L2) « |¡ if r = 3, 4, 5,

otherwise,
(Thom Isomorphism Theorem),

and
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(.0        otherwise,

we have the following short exact sequences:

0-»Hx(E)-±*Hx(L2)^0,

0 -> H2(E) ¿+ H2(L2) -** H3(E,L2) -* 0

and

0 -> H3(L2) -&+ H4(E,L2) -» 0,

0 -* #4(L2) -^ H5(E,L2) -* 0.

Notice that: //' (E; Z2) is generated by a,

H2(E\Z2) is generated by a2,

H3(E,L2;Z2) is generated by ß,

H4(E,L2;Z2) is generated by aß,

H5(E,L2 ; Z2) is generated by ot2/?, and a3 — 0.

Let u = /,(a) £ /i1(L2;Z2) and t/ E /i,2(L2;Z2) such that S2(i/) = /?.

(There are two such elements in H2(L2;Z2); choose v to be either one of

them.) Then by the exactness of the above short exact sequences, we have:

m2 # 0, u3 = 0, u2, vgenerates H2(L2;Z2), uvgenerates H3(L2; Z2), and u2v

generates H (L2;Z2). The same argument works for the manifold L'2 : Define

m' E ¿/'(Z4;Z2) and v' E H2(L2-,Z2) as in the L2 case. Then «'2 # 0, u'3

= 0, t/'2, v' generates H2(L'2 ; Z2), u'v' generates H3(L'2 ; Z2), and h'V gener-

ates/i4(L2;Z2).

To determine H*(L2;Z2) and //*(L2;Z2) we need to know v2 and v'2.

Since both fi4 and 54 are isomorphisms, i»2 = Sq i> = 0 iff S4(Sq v)

- Sq2 (52t/) - Sq2 (¿8) = 0, and v'2 = 0 iff Sq2 (/?') = 0. Let w>2

E i/2(ÄP2;Z2)andw2 E ii2(ÄP2;Z2)be the second Stiefel-Whitney class-

es of the bundles e © e © r/ and tj © tj © tj. Then w2 = 0 and w2 ¥= 0. (The

Stiefel-Whitney classes of e © e © rj and tj © rj © rj are (1 + a) and (1 + o)3

= 1 + a + a2 respectively.) Sq2 (ß) = ß U w2 = 0 and Sq2 (£') = /?' U w2

# 0. (See [7, §VII].) Hence ß2 = 0 and 0'2 # 0. In summary we have the
following propositions.

Proposition V.17. The Z2-cohomology ring ofL2 is generated by two elements

u E HX(L2 ; Z2) and v E H2(L2 ; Z2) such that u3 - 0 and v2 = 0.

Proposition V.18. The Z2-cohomology ring of L'2 is generated by two elements

u' E HX(L'2;Z2) and v' E H2(L'2;Z2) such that u'3 = 0, v'2 = u'V and

v'3 = 0.
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In particular, the mod 2 intersection matrices of L2 and L'2 are

G i) - G \)
respectively. They are clearly not equivalent. Hence L2 and L2 are not

homotopically equivalent.

It follows from Corollary II.3.14 that L2#(k- \)(S2 X S2) and L2

# (k - 1)(5 X 52) are the covering spaces of L2A; and L'2k respectively. Let

it: L2#(k- 1)(52 x 52) -» L2Ä and 77': L'2#(k- 1)(5^ x 52) -* L2A. be

the covering map. Let fi¡: Hl(L2#(k - \)(S2 X S2);Z) -* H'(L2k;Z) and

H'¡: Hi(L'2#(k- l)(52x52);Z)-»//'(L2)t;Z), i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, be the

transfer homomorphisms. Then

p,.7r* = -fo//'(L^;Z)-^//''(L2Ä;Z),

and

/a; 77'* = -k:Hi(L'2k;Z)^Hi(L'2k;Z).

(See [1, Chapter III, §7].) By an elementary group theory argument we have

the following:

(1) The homomorphisms

7T*: H2(L2k; Z) -* H2(L2Mk - \)(S2 x 52); Z)

Z2fc -> H2(L2 ;Z)@H2(#(k- 1)(S2 x S2); Z) = Z2 ® (2k - 2)Z,

and

7T2*: //2(F2fc; Z) -* H2(L'2Wk - 1)(S2 x 52); Z)

Z2k -*• //2(F2 ; Z) © #2(#(fc - 1)(52 x 52); Z) = Z2 © (2* - 2)Z,

map H2(L2k;Z) and H2(L'2k;Z) onto the submodules H2(L2;Z) and

//2(L2;Z)of

H2(L2#(k- 1)(52X52);Z)   and   //2(L2 # (* - 1)(52 X 52); Z)

respectively.

(2) The homomorphisms
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jr|: H\L2k; Z) -+ H3(L2M.k - 1)(52 x S2); Z)

Z2k —>■ H (L2;Z) - Z2,

and

it'*: H3(L'2k; Z) -+ H3(L2#(k - l)(S2 x S2); Z)

Z2k—+ H (L2;Z) - Z2,

are surjective.

Passing to Z2-cohomology by the Universal Coefficient Theorem, the

following assertions are immediate:

(\)ir*:Hx(L2k;Z2)^ Hx(L2#(k- 1)(52 X 52);Z2) and

77*: H\L2k;Z2) -* H\L2#(k - \)(S¿ X S¿);Z2)

are isomorphisms.

(2) 77',* : Hx (L'2k ; Z2) -> HX(L'2 # (k - \)(S2 X S2); Z2) and

2v c2i773*: Hi(L'2k;Z2)-^Hi(L'2#(k- l)(S¿ X S¿);Z2)

are isomorphisms.

(3) Consider the exact sequences

0 — H1(Llk;Z)<SZ2

I id

- A1»,»; Z2) — H\Llk; Z) . Z2 — 0

>rî • id^

o-*#2(¿2 #(*- lxs2 x s1),z)®z2 —/f2(¿2 #(t- 1X52 « s2);Zj)-»ff2(£2 #(*- ixs2 » s2);Z) • z2 -*o

^(¿jiZJSZ^e/^í^t-lXS2 kS2);7)0Z, (W3(¿2;Z) »Z2)®//'(#(*;-1XS2 xS2);Z)«Z2

Note that the first and third vertical maps are isomorphisms onto the

submodules H2(L2;Z2) ® Z2 and H3(L2;Z) * Z2. By the commutativity of

the diagram we assert that

772* : H2(L2k ; Z2) -» H2(L2 #(k- 1)(52 x 52); Z2)

is an isomorphism which maps H2(L2k;Z2) onto the submodule H2(L2;Z2)

of //2(L2 # (* - 1)(52 x 52); Z2).
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(4) Similarly, tt2* : H2(L'2k ; Z2) -► H2(L2 #(k- 1)(52 X 52); Z2) is also

an isomorphism which maps H2(L'2k;Z2) onto the submodule H2(L'2;Z2) of

H2(L'2#(k- 1)(52X52);Z2).

In conclusion we have:

Theorem V. 19.

H*(L2k;Z2) = H*(L2;Z2)   and   H*(L'^ZJ = H*(L'2;Z2)

for any positive integer k.

As in Proposition V.18, we see that L2k and L'2k have nonequivalent mod 2

quadratic forms. Therefore L2k and L'2k are not homotopically equivalent.

This finishes the proof of Theorem V.2.

Let M be the F2-manifold corresponding to the orbit space

(i,D (1,0)

(0,1)

Then M can be decomposed in two ways:

(1,1),

and     U.i)/

(o.i),

(o,D

(i,i),

(i,D

(1,0)

(1,0)

(0,1)

^(o.D 1,0)

(0,1)

That is M = -CP2 # Ln =

manifold with orbit space
—CP#L'n. Similarly, by considering the F -
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(1,0)/       „        \(1,1)
l(n;l?0;l) I

(0,1)

we have CP2 # Ln = CP2 # L'n.

Theorem V.20. CP2 # L„ = CP2 # L'n and -CP2 # Ln = -CP2 # L„ for

all integers n > 2.

VI. The connected sum decomposition theorem. Combining Theorem III.3,

Theorem IV.3, Theorem V.l, Theorem V.2,1.6 and the fact that the manifolds

54, 52 X 52, 51 X 53, L„ and L'n (n = 2,3,... ) admit orientation reversing

self-homeomorphisms, we have the following:

Theorem VI. 1. Every T -manifold with fixed points can be decomposed into a

connected sum of copies of 54, 52 X 52, CP2, -CP2, Sx X S3, Ln and L'n (n
= 2,3,...).

Unfortunately this connected sum decomposition is not unique. For exam-

ple:

(1) CP2 # S2 X S2 = CP2 # -CP2 # CP2,
(2) CP2 #Ln = CP2 # L'„ for any integer « > 2,

(3) -CP2 # Ln = -CP2 # L'n for any integer « > 2, and

(4) L„ = F; for « = 3,5,7,....

In this section we shall give a normal form of this connected sum decomposi-

tion, which is unique topologically. In fact, the above homeomorphic relations

(1) to (4) are the entire "basic" homeomorphic relations in this decomposition.

The topological classification of F2-manifolds with fixed points is therefore

complete.

Definition. Let M be a F -manifold with fixed points. A connected sum

decomposition of M in terms of 54, 52 X 52, 51 X 53, CP2, -CP2, Ln and

L'n (n — 2,3,... ) is called a normal decomposition, if the number of copies

of 54, CP2, -CP2 and L'n (n = 2,3,...), (which will be denoted by A/(54),

N(CP2), N(-CP2), N(L'n)), satisfy the following conditions:

(a) N(S4) = 1,

(b) N(-CP2) = 0 or N(CP2) = N(-CP2) = 1,

(c) if N(CP2) ± 0 then #(£„) = 0 for all « = 2, 3,...,
(d) #(Ln) = 0 for all n = 3, 5, 7,....

Theorem II.4.2. Every T -manifold with fixed points has a unique normal

decomposition.
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Proof. Let M be a T2-manifold with fixed points. By Theorem VI. 1 we may

assume M = S4 # a(S2 X S2) # b(CP2) # d(-CP2) # e(Sx X 53) # J2(L2)

# K2(L'2) # J3(L3) # K3(L'3) # • • • # Jt(L,) # Kt(L't), and b > d. (This is
possible because M is orientable.we can choose a suitable orientation on M so

b > a*.) By the homeomorphic relations (1) to (4) above, we can easily change

the above decomposition into a normal form.

Suppose

M = S4 # a(S2 X S2) # b(CP2) # d(-CP2) # e(Sx X S3)

# J2(L2) # K2(L'2) # /3(L3) # J4(L4) # K4(L'4) # • • • # J,(L,) # AT,(L;)

is a normal decomposition. We shall show that this normal form is unique, or

equivalently that the numbers a, b, d, e, J2, K2, J3, J4, K4, ..., Jt, Kt are top-

ological invariants. The proof is divided into three steps.

(1) The invariance of a, b and d. Note that Index(M) = b - d > 0.

Suppose b - d = 0. It follows from the definition of normal decomposition

that either b = d = 0 or b = d = \. Observe that M is of type II if

a = d = o, and it is of type I if b = d = 1. Suppose b - d > 0, then d = 0

and Index(Af ) = b. By the invariance of the type and index of M, the number

b and d are invariants. Moreover,

rkH2(M;Z) = 2a + b + d.

Since rkH2(M;Z), b and d are all invariants, a is also an invariant.

(2) The invariance of e, J2 + K2, J3, J4 + K4, ..., Jt + Kr Observe that

77, (M ) = Z * ■ • • * Z * Z7 * • • • * Z-, * Z-, * • • ■ * Z, * • • • * Z, * • • • * Z„

(where "*" stands for the free product), and the above free product decompo-

sition of 77,(A/) is indecomposable. It follows from the uniqueness of the

indecomposable free product of decomposition of 77, (M) that the numbers

e,J2 + K2,J3, ...,J( + K, are invariants. (For the uniqueness of the free

product decomposition, see [4, §35].)

(3) The invariance of J2, K2, J4, K4, ..., Jt, Kt.

Case l:b ¥= 0. It follows from the definition of normal decomposition that

the integers K2, K4, ..., Kt are all zero. So J2 = J2 + K2, J4 = J4 + K4, ...,

J, = Jt + Kt. By (2) the theorem is proved.

Case    II:   6 = 0.    Let    M = S4 # a'(S2 x S2) # e'(Sx X S3) # J'2(L2)

# K'2(L'2) #73(L3) # • • • # J't(Lt) # K',(L't) be a normal decomposition of

a manifold M, and/: M -> M be a homeomorphism. It follows from (I) and

(2)  above  that a' = a, e' = e, J'3 = J3, J'5 = /5, ...,  and J'2 + K'2 = J2
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+ K2, ..., J't + K't = Jt + Kt. We need to show that J'2 = J2, J\ = J4, ...,

J't~Jr
For an even number s, 2 < s < /, and an integer i, I < i < Js (1 < i

< /¡), let Li( denote the z'th copy of Z^ in the normal decomposition of

M(M). Similarly, for an even number s, 2 < s < /, and an integer /,

1 < / < Ks (1 < / < K's). Let L'si denote the /th copy of L's in the normal

decomposition of M(M). Define usi E HX(L ¡;Z2) and vsJ E H (Lsj;Z2)

such that us¡ generates HX(LS¡;Z2), and (us¡) and vsJ generate H2(L?i;Z2).

Similarly, define «;,- E HX(L'S'¡;Z2) and v'si G H2(L'S'¡;Z2). Let//: //'(MM)

-» H'(M;A), / = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, be the isomorphisms induced by the homeo-
morphism/. For

fxZi:Hx(M;Z2)

= e'(Hx(SxxS3;Z2))®J'2(Hx(L2;Z2))®K'2(Hx(L2;Z2))

®,--®J'l(Hx(Ll;Z2))@K'l(Hx(L'l;Z2))^Hx(M;Z2)

= e(Hx(SxXS3;Z2))(BJ2(Hx(L2;Z2))<BK2(HX(L2;Z2))

©•••©/,(//' (L,;Z2)) ©*,(//' (L',;Z2)),

we have the following:

Sublemma. Given any even number s, 2 < 5 < /, and an integer /, 1 < /

< J's, then fz2(usJ) = usJ for some integer/, 1 < / < Js. Similarly, given any

even number s, 2 < s < t, and an integer /, 1 < / < K's, then/¿ (u's¡) = u's¡

for some integer/, 1 </ < Ks.

Assuming this sublemma, it follows immediately that J2 = J2, J'4 = J4,

...,J't = Jt and K'2 = K2,K\ = K4, ..., K't = K,. The theorem is proved.

Proof of the sublemma. Let otsJ and a'si be generators of vx(LsJ) and

77,(Lj,) respectively. Let

f# : irx(M) - 77,(5' X S3) * ■ • • ♦ 77,(5' X 53) * tt,(Z,2 ,) * • • • * trx(L2Ji)

* 77,(L2 ,) * ■ • • * 77,(L2 ̂ ) * • • • * 77,(L, ,) * • • • * 77,(La)

♦77,(1;,)* •••* 77,(1;^)^ 77, (M)

= 77,(5' X 53) * • • • * 77,(5' X 53) * 77,(L2 ,) * • • • * 77,(L2y,)

* 77,(L2 ,) *  • • • * 77,(L2iJf,) * • • • * 77,(L, ,) * • • •

*77,(Fu;)* 77,(1;,) ♦•••*77,(l;jí;)
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be the isomorphism induced by the homeomorphism /. Since /# is an

isomorphism, f# preserves the order and divisibility of every element. It

follows that for integers s,f, 2 < s < r, 1 </ < Js,f#(asj) is a conjugate of

some element asi or a's¡ in 77,(J#), where / is an integer such that 1 < / < Js

or 1 < / < Ks. Passing to /, : HX(M;Z) -» Hx(Kl;Z) by Hurewicz Homo-

morphism Theorem, then to/, : HX(M;Z2) -» HX(Ñ;Z2) and/i : HX(Û,Z2)

-* HX(M; Z2) by the Universal Coefficient Theorem, we have/¿ (us¡) is either

usj or u'sj, for some integer/ such that 1 < / < Js or 1 < / < K2. Similarly,

we have/22(«^,) is either usJ or u'sj for some integers/ such that 1 </ < Js

or l <J<K¡.
Suppose f^(usJ) = u'SJ. Then /¿(i¿) - u'2j. Consider f2: H2(tâ;Z)

-* H2(M;Z), since fz must map the torsion part of H2(Ñ;Z) isomorphically

onto the torsion part of H2(M\Z), it follows that/J maps the submodule

y2(i/2(L2;Z))©^2(i/2(L2;Z))©---©y;(//2(L,;Z)) © K't(H2(L',\Z))

of H2(Ñ;Z) onto the submodule J2(H2(L2;Z)) © K2(H2(L'2;Z)) © •• •

© J,(H2(Lt;Z)) © Kt(H2(L',',Z)) of H2(M;Z). Passing to mod 2 cohomol-

ogy by the Universal Coefficient Theorem, we have that /¿ maps the

submodule

/2(i/2(L2;Z2)) © K'2(H2(L\;Z2)) © • • • © J't(H2(Lt;Z2))

© K',(H2(L't;Z2))

of H2(Ñ; Z2) onto the submodule

J2(H2(L2;Z2)) © Ä2(i/2(L2;Z2)) © • • • ©/,(/72(L,;Z2))

©*,(/72(L;;Z2))

of /72(M; Z2). Let

where y¿,, S¿,-, y¿,, 8'd¡ are either 0 or 1. It is easily seen that in H*(M; Z2),

«& U fl(vj = 8dJ, ' and u'2 U /¿(^ = 8'dJ. Since /4(«2,. U t^,)
= /z>l) U /¿Gi,-) = «¿- U ß2(vsJ) = 8^, and u2j U *, = 1, it follows

that 8'sj = 1. Moreover, since udb U 14 ,• = 0 if a* # í or ¿ # /, and u'db U vsi

= 0 for all d and 6, a similar argument shows that 8db = 0 for all d and b,

and ó¿¿ = 0 if d =£ s or b # /. In conclusion: if fzjpj) = «^-, then
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/%(*,) = Kj + J2 (|, %,«i) + J2 (|, «*)•

Observe that f22(vsJ) U /¿(i/,,) = t^ U v'sJ = 1. But /¿(t/J U /¿(t^,)

= /^ (fj,- U v,,-) = /^ (0) = 0. This is a contradiction, hence /¿ («w-) must

equal us, for some integer/ such that 1 </ < J2. Using the same argument

we can show that/¿ (t^) = u'sj for some integer/ such that 1 < / < Ks. The

assertion is proved.
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